Modelling of the multi-agent systems through specific DEDS methods and the Erlang functional language
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Abstract: - The paper contains an evaluation of the modeling multi-agent systems methods in the context of discrete event dynamic systems in technical and industrial settings. Also the ease of implementing solutions of common types of dynamic discrete models in Erlang language is considered and is showing that programming in Erlang / OTP is more suitable for multi-agent systems design compared to other platforms. Arguments for using Erlang for programming of conversational communication systems in multi-agent systems are presented.
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1 Introduction

Industrial production systems are usually seen as two main abstractions: continuous systems and discrete systems, both of which are most frequently encountered as dynamic versions. Since Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are generally considered discrete systems, further work will be dealt with only discrete event dynamic systems (DEDs) or DEDs for short.

Considering \( D = \{d_1, d_2, ... d_n\} \) the set of components of the system and \( \Sigma = \{e_1, e_2, ..., e_n\} \) the set of events in the system, and assuming that \( e_k \in \Sigma \) is realized at time \( \tau_k \) where \( \tau_1 < \tau_2 < ... < \tau_n \), the sequence \( \sigma = e_{i_1}, e_{i_2} ... , e_{i_m} \), is called discrete process [1].

Examples of discrete processes are the most common type of processes of manufacturing, where the \( d_i \) components are machinery, conveyors, local or global computer networks, and the \( e_i \) events are status changes and operations performed by some of these components.

In the study of DEDS systems, there is interest in the properties of their internal events: competition, parallelism, synchronization of the events, conflicts, deadlocks, viability of the system and event planning. To study these properties one uses mathematical tools or (graphical) software: boolean algebra, finite-state diagrams, Petri nets, statecharts, Grafcet, max-plus algebra and models of formal languages, languages of real time.

The best known description used for DEDs is the basic model of transitions [2]. System dynamics are given by the behavior of \( d_i \) system components.

System modeling is necessary to design a control system to bring it in the desired state.

If the DEDs are also distributed, control is generally a difficult problem due of the complex nature and known nonlinearities of distributed systems. The lack of precision and efficiency of the modeling techniques for large systems, distributed spatially, is unacceptable and leads to search for new solutions for the control systems. In addition, the control structure of the system itself tends to be distributed in the form of an array of sensors, actuators, and controllers [3][4][5]. In this context emerged as a possible solution the use of control systems based on multi-agents. The main advantages of agent-based solutions in the industry are:

- strong distributed robustness of solutions;
- ability of replanning and rescheduling operations on the fly;
- the ability to reconfigure the hardware and the equipment manufacturing, in real time, if a local failure or sudden change occurs in the environment;
- simple methods of development or expansion of the hardware and software (plug and operate) to reduce the time of employment;
- reusing the software;
- easy maintenance of software. After [6] the technology deployments of agents in the industry are particularly found in the fields:

- manufacturing control; diagnostic; integration.
- the applications of the robots: avoiding collisions and trajectory planning;
- reconfigurability (especially of the equipment);
- production planning and scheduling, assistance and brokerage services;
- preventing, detecting and removing foreign elements or intruders;
- driving an unmanned vehicle (AGV - Automated Guided Vehicle);
- simulation and networking (services and security);
- virtual enterprise (including supply chain integration).

The best methods for modeling DEDS control structures are Petri-nets and its main derivatives: finite-state machines FSM and Grafcet. Also UML and AUML for modeling agents are common design solutions for industrial applications using agents.

2. Agent model

As defined by the creators of the theory of agents, an agent is a computing unit or a computer program that has several characteristics: autonomy, reactivity, pro-activity, social skills and more. Of these, the most important is autonomy. The agent exists in an interactive environment, being able to evolve so as to achieve its own goals [7].

A definition and graphical representation suggestion was given in [8]: an agent is a system that presents the main features of Figure 1. The greater the area covered by the perimeter, the more the entity acts as an agent. All 6 components (assumed orthogonal): autonomy, collaboration, adaptability, cognoscibility, persistence and mobility combine and work together to make the system more flexible and robust to change. Features are supported by infrastructure mechanisms and interfaces, models and policies configured in each agent or group of agents.

![Figure 1 Proprieties of intelligent agent software [Mart01]](image)

- Autonomy is the degree to which an agent is responsible for their own actions, independent of the messages sent by other agents.
- Collaboration is the degree to which agents communicate and work cooperatively with other agents in the MAS for a common goal.
- Adaptability is the extent to which the behavior of an agent can be changed after it has been deployed.
- Cognoscibility is the degree to which the agent can reason about their goals and knowledge.
- The mobility is the ability to move from one context to another.
- Persistence is the degree to which valid infrastructure agencies retain knowledge and status for an extended period of time, including robustness against possible failures at run-time.

Modeling agents and multi-agent systems have been created in almost all languages and development environments. By analysis, it is found that the preferred programming option is JAVA language, a procedural language, which most applications support. To provide more intelligence to agents, several tools have been added to JAVA, leading to the achievement of real multi-agent systems platforms: JADE, JADEX, Jason, Jack, etc. [9],[10],[11]. This suggests that despite the fact that JAVA is widely used for programming agents, some native qualities still lack for agent engineering [12].

3. Functional language Erlang for agent programming

Functional languages are characterized by the fact that by definition they allow a large modularity of programs. The existence of modularity implies automatically also great opportunities for component code reuse. Another reason for using the functional language for programming complex technical systems is the need to simplify the program and increase their robustness. It was easier for Erricson to write and maintain a program with over a million lines in the source language Erlang [13]. An essential quality of a simple programming language for industrial applications is distribuitiy. Language Erlang has been designed from the beginning with the aim to obtain reliable and robust software code by implementing the concept of redundancy in concurrent and distributed systems. The solutions using Erlang are more suitable than traditional procedural languages C, C++ or Java for the development of distributed applications. By its characteristics, Erlang is very close to the requirements of the standard FIPA-ACL for conversation and communication of multi-agent systems [14].

At the base of the distributive property, Erlang puts concept of node. The Erlang nodes are connected and communicate transparently in the distributed systems and asynchronously together, and simultaneously permit the building of redundant
structures by implementing the synchronization trees and other techniques.

4. Modeling and analysing MAS with specific DEDS methods

4.1 Problem formulation
For clarification will use a simple example, taken from manufacturing: a production line consisting of two floors, each floor containing a single CNC. All operations of one CNC are modeled as a single activity, called "processing", Figure 2. The two CNC machines, although different, evolve through three states p1, p2, p3, or p4, p5 and p6, changeable by the t1-t5 events in Table 1.

![Figure 2 Pipeline with 2 agents](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Places/Trans.</th>
<th>FSM code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p1</td>
<td>A1(1,0,0)</td>
<td>waiting for external input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t1</td>
<td>A1(0,1,0)</td>
<td>external input for CNC1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p2</td>
<td>A1(0,1,0)</td>
<td>CNC1 processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2</td>
<td>A1(0,0,1)</td>
<td>CNC1 processing finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p3</td>
<td>A2(0,1,0)</td>
<td>internal transfer (input to CNC2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3</td>
<td>A2(0,0,1)</td>
<td>CNC2 processing finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p4</td>
<td>A2(0,1,0)</td>
<td>CNC2 processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t4</td>
<td>A2(0,0,1)</td>
<td>CNC2 External output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p5</td>
<td>A2(0,0,1)</td>
<td>waiting CNC2 output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t5</td>
<td>A2(1,0,0)</td>
<td>waiting input CNC2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each one CNC corresponds to a software agent Ai (input, processing, output), with parameter the bits of the status code.

It would analyze the SMA consisting of two agents to obtain information on the existence of deadlock and other properties, first by finite state machine FSM modeling and then Petri-nets.

4.2 Modeling MAS with FSM
Finite state machine - FSM-is an abstract mathematical model of a system that can be in a finite number of states. The FSM may only be in one state at any point in time, known as the current state. The transition from one state to another is called state transition and is caused by an occurrence or the fulfillment of a condition. In general, an FSM is defined by specifying the list of states and the list of conditions for transition from one state to another.

Examples of real-world systems that can function as a state machines are vending machines, elevators, traffic lights, communication protocols, etc. FSM's have limitations compared to other models of computing machines, such as Turing machines that can do things that FSM sites cannot do. The limitations of FSM are due to the limited memory (limited number of states). Figure 4 shows the graph of the FSM with nine states for the example shown in this paper, the arcs representing the possible events that allow passage from one state to another.

FSM models are easily transferred from the abstract representation in Erlang program and the load on the processor is not very high [15].

Code sequence of Figure 3 shows how to program in Erlang such state machine for event control. Processing of new parts in a CNC cannot begin if the previous output is not done. The sequence contains the code necessary to strictly control the representation of states and transitions between them. The states are each represented by receiver functions, and events are represented by messages like this: t1=ms69, ms35; t2=ms97, ms24; t3= ms48, ms13, ms25, ms41; t4=ms36, ms59, ms87; t5= ms74, ms61.

- module(fms2ag).
- export([init/0]).
init() ->
  register(pid1, spawn(fms2ag, s1, [])),
  register(pid2, spawn(fms2ag, s2, [])),
  register(pid3, spawn(fms2ag, s3, [])),
  register(pid4, spawn(fms2ag, s4, [])),
  register(pid5, spawn(fms2ag, s5, [])),
  register(pid6, spawn(fms2ag, s6, [])),
  register(pid7, spawn(fms2ag, s7, [])),
  register(pid8, spawn(fms2ag, s8, [])),
  register(pid9, spawn(fms2ag, s9, [])).

s1() ->
  receive
    active -> true
  end,
  activity_in_node_s1(),
  receive
    t1 ->
      displ("t1->s2"),
      pid2 ! active;
    t3 ->
      displ("t3->s3"),
      pid3 ! active
  end,
  s1().

s2() ->
  receive
    active -> true
  end,
  activity_in_node_s2(),
  receive
    t2 ->
      displ("t2->s4"),
      pid4 ! active;
    t3 ->
      displ("t3->s5"),
      pid5 ! active
  end,
  s2().
For testing of the Petri-nets model, the events can be simulated sending the messages from a file containing messages, figure 5.

-module(fsm_cmd).
-export([start/0]).

start() ->
  prg2ag_np_3:init(),
  pid1 ! active,
  pid1 ! t1,
  pid2 ! t2,
  pid4 ! t1,
  pid8 ! t4,
  pid7 ! t5,
  pid4 ! t3.

In each state, the data can be processed by adding functions. The actions on data must be performed before event-message reception, and other actions necessary to leave the state must be made in sequence receive after the message is received and before passing in the new state that follows.

Analyzing the result of MAS implementation with two agents, immediately it is deducted some problems of modeling the FSM:

- The number of states increases exponentially with the number of agents;
- the individual identity of agents is lost;
- Structural information on the system is confusing / obscure.
- Information on concurrency can not be represented; same about timing.
FSM models are simpler because they are old (although they have demonstrated derivability from Petri-nets) knowing several methods to achieve results; so, the design, implementation and execution of a specific FSM model is faster.

4.3 Modeling MAS with Petri-nets

Unlike the FSM, Petri-nets are powerful in construction of complex structures and expression of competition [17]. The great advantage of Petri-nets on FSM is the ability to represent as active simultaneously multiple states of system (FSM always has only one active state).

By analyzing MAS for the pipeline shown in figure 2 with the Petri-nets method, a graph as in figure 6 results. Studying this graph model with various tools, we can obtain information about network properties: boundedness, conservativeness, cyclicity (repetitiveness), and consistency. By combining these results we can deduce other properties like deadlock and performance indicators [1][16].

The assessment of the reachability tree (figure 7) shows that the set $R(M_0)$ is finite, the number of tokens in each place is limited and no dead transitions, so the network is bounded.

Analyzing the reachability graph (figure 8) with the start marking $M_0$, active transitions are observed regardless of the state of network and all transitions $T$ are included in the graph. From this we can conclude that the Petri model of corresponding MAS is bounded and viable, so no deadlock.

For the larger Petri nets it is not possible to build graphical construction and analysis by inspection of the reachability tree and graph.

Evaluation of the structural properties of the Petri net of corresponding MAS is obtained by algebraic methods: calculation of the incidence matrix and the invariance theorems [18]. For the SMA with two agents taken as an example, the incidence matrix is:

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & -1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & -1 & 1 & 0 & -1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 1 \\ \end{bmatrix}$$

(1)

In addition to the incidence matrix, for the algebraic analysis of SMA are useful and necessary the P and T invariants. For this example, the invariant P is $y_T = [1,1,1,1,1]^T$, and the T invariants are $x_T = [1,1,1,0,0,0]^T$ and $x_T = [0,0,0,1,1,1]^T$. The matrix $a_{ij}$ and the invariants can provide the necessary informations on the characteristics of marginality and viability of the PN.
6 Conclusion

In the design and analysis of MAS, both FSM and PN have advantages and disadvantages. The FSM is effective for describing MASs with predictable deterministic behavior, but sometimes the strictly predictive nature of FSM can be less desirable. For large systems, FSM models of MAS will be harder to maintain, due the phenomenon known as "spaghetti clutter" caused by state transitions.

The scope of the FSM is limited to cases where the MAS can be clearly decomposed in separate states with well-defined conditions for state transitions. This requires prior knowledge of the states, transitions and conditions to be defined. In addition, the conditions for transition are rigid.

When modeling complex MAS with Petri-nets, the distinction between a state and an action is important. A state may involve one or more actions. Design software requires for efficiency the decomposition of large functionalities in smaller activities or actions. The general solution can be made modular and easy to maintain, better by Petri-nets.

MASs can be analyzed in terms of structural Petri-nets networks, deciding on properties such as viability and boundedness. Therefore one can study the phenomenon of deadlock in the system, and the solutions can be found to avoid it.

Erlang is specialized for the field of distributive systems. It easily allows generation of thousands, even millions of concurrent processes in program, not in the operating system. Erlang can create new processes on remote nodes as easily as on the local node. It is therefore ideal for implementing DEDS applications based on models of FSM or Petri-nets type, either for simulation or for real-time functioning.
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